The biosensor system formed by culturing primary animal neurons on a microelectrode array (MEA) platform is drawing an increasing research interest for its power as a rapid, sensitive, functional neurotoxicity assessment, as well as for many other electrophysiological related research purposes. In this paper, we established a long-term chick forebrain neuron culture (C-FBN-C) on MEAs with a more than 5 month long lifespan and up to 5 month long stability in morphology and physiological function; characterized the C-FBN-C morphologically, functionally, and developmentally; partially compared its functional features with rodent counterpart; and discussed its pros and cons as a novel biosensor system in comparison to rodent counterpart and human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs). Our results show that C-FBN-C on MEA platform 1) can be used as a biosensor of its own type in a wide spectrum of basic biomedical research; 2) is of value in comparative physiology in cross-species studies; and 3) may have potential to be used as an alternative, cost-effective approach to rodent counterpart within shared common functional domains (such as specific types of ligand-gated ion channel receptors and subtypes expressed in the cortical tissues of both species) in large-scale environmental neurotoxicant screening that would otherwise require millions of animals.
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Introduction
The coupling of rodent primary neuron culture with microelectrode array (MEA) technology results in a biosensor system that holds promise for use in rapid, sensitive, functional assessment of neuroactive agents and neurotoxicants and is thus considered "a physiologically-based neurotoxicity testing platform for the 21st century." 1 These neurons come mainly from rodent cortex, hippocampus, and spinal cord. Other types of neuron-based biosensors are in development but have not been well characterized, such as rodent dorsal root ganglion;
1 human embryonic stem cellderived neuronal cells; 2 the NT-2 cell line derived from human pluripotent carcinoma stem cells; 3 chick spinal cord 4 and so on. The availability of the technology to generate human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) from mature human cell sources 5 has great potential to provide a large supply of human neurons for neurotoxin assessment 6 . However, the current abilities in this field are still being developed. There are many challenges and costs associated with ensuring a consistent supply of useful hiPSCs, particularly in terms of reprogramming efficiency, differentiation reproducibility, and quality control. Recent and anticipated advances are expected to overcome these issues as innovative researchers continue to investigate and improve existing techniques and capabilities.
Using MEA technology, in the past, we explored a rarely used but abundant and economic cortical neuron source (i.e., embryonic chick forebrains, developed a chick forebrain neuron (FBN)-based biosensor on MEA, and characterized it partially and pharmacologically. 7 This novel biosensor system advanced our understanding about the functional features of cortical neuronal networks in vitro in two aspects. 1) Based on early patch clamp data on synapse formation and function in chick FBN culture (C-FBN-C), 8 we found that the synapse formation and function in vitro is much faster than in vivo, and there is a critical, narrow time window for the rapid early development of synapses. This narrow time window is potentially quite suitable for use in detecting chemicals that particularly influence the development of synapses.
2) The novel biosensor played an important role in comparative physiology. There was a more than half a century of debate about whether cell-type homologies of mammalian neocortex exist in a bird's brain. The debate was confirmed by a recent publication in PANS: neocortical cell type homologies are conserved from reptiles to mammals, and these cells are organized into very different architectures in different species; they form cortical areas in reptiles, nuclei in birds, and cortical layers in mammals. 9 Based on this important finding, we provided a first line of in vitro functional data that support this finding: in comparison to rodent counterpart, the features of the spontaneous spiking activity (SSA) from chick FBN biosensor showed remarkable functional similarities in spatial and temporal firing pattern, tissue specificity in comparison to SSA pattern from spinal cord neurons, and responsiveness to selected classic neuroactive agents in terms of dose ranges used and EC 50 (concentration that results in 50% of maximum response) for each agent. 7 The selected classic neuroactive agents include tetrodotoxin, a specific voltage-gated sodium channel blocker; verapamil, a specific voltage-gated L-type calcium channel blocker; Mg 2+ , a NMDA channel blocker; NMDA, the prototype agonist of NMDA channels; APV, a specific NMDA channel antagonist; bicuculline, a specific GABA A type channel antagonist; and musimol, a specific GABA A channel agonist. Because of the shared drug responsiveness between mammals and birds, its application may be potentially extended as an alternative approach to rodent counterpart in neurotoxin-related testing in known shared receptor domains, especially for a large-scale screening of environmental neurotoxic chemicals, in terms of convenience and cost-effectiveness. Based on the work described above, the chick FBN biosensor shows its value to be used widely for research in the field of electrophysiology, neuroscience, biology, pharmacology, and neurotoxicology.
In this paper, we report details of how a long-term stable C-FBN-C is established on MEA platform to form the novel type C-FBN biosensor. In a previous publication, we 1) reported that C-FBN-Cs showed a remarkable embryonic-age-dependent culture morphology and lifespan when co-cultured with glial cells; 2) prolonged the in vitro lifespan of C-FBN-C from 14 days to 3 months; and 3) described how to acquire life-long, vigorous SSA from C-FBN-Cs. 10 In this paper, we optimized culture conditions, achieved a more than 5 month-long lifespan, characterized the C-FBN-C morphologically, functionally, and developmentally, and discussed its advantages and limitations in comparison to rodent counterpart, as well as hiPSCs-based MEA biosensor that may be seen in the near future.
Materials and methods
Cell culture MEA preparation. Prior to forebrain dissection, surfaces of sterilized MEA chips (MCSMEA-S1-GR, 200/30ir-Ti with internal ground, MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) were activated using low oxygen plasma treatment (PDC-32G, Harrick) for 2-3 min. The chips were then coated with 0.05% polyethylenimine (PEI, P3143, Sigma) at 37° C overnight. Before dissociated cells were plated, chips were washed 4 times using sterilized deionized water. The chips were then covered with 500 µl serum-free Medium 199 (M199, M4530, Sigma) supplemented with 2% B27 (17504-044, Gibco) and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic (15240-062, Gibo) and kept in a typical cell-culture incubator at 37° C with 5% CO 2 and 95% humidity to balance the temperature and pH in preparation for plating. Forebrain dissection and forebrain-cell dissociation. White Leghorn chick forebrains (Embryonic Day 8, 9, and 10 (E8-to-E10)) were dissected according to Heidemann et al. 11 Forebrain cells were then trypsinized (0.25% Trypsin, T4049, Sigma) for 5-7 min at 37° C before undergoing a few gentle titrations. The trypsin effect was deactivated by the addition of serum-containing medium, and the cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min. Cell pellets were washed one more time using serum-free M199 and were resuspended in the same medium for plating on MEA chips to record SSA or on glass-bottom culture dishes for immunostaining. Cell plating and first-day culture: For MEA recording, cells were plated on MEA chips prepared as described above with 500 µl temperature-and pH-balanced medium at densities ranging from 1000 cells/mm 2 to 2500 cells/mm 2 . The final total volume of medium on each MEA chip after cell plating was chosen to be 1000 µl. After plating, each MEA chip was covered with a sterilized Teflon® lid (ALAMEA-MEM5, ALA Scientific). SSA signals are very sensitive to osmotic fluctuation, and the Teflon lid, permeable to gases but not to water or bacteria, 12 helps minimize osmotic fluctuation in culture medium between medium changes. The covered MEA chips were placed in 100 mm petri dishes and held in a regular incubator (37° C, 5% CO 2 , and 95% humidity) until the next day. For immunocytochemistry (ICC), cells were plated using the same medium on MatTek Corporation glass-bottom culture dishes (NC9344425, Fisher Scientific) with a plating density between 1000 and 2000 cells/mm 2 and cultured in the same incubator as the dishes containing MEAs. Maintenance of long-term culture. Unlike our previous work using M199 with 10% fetal bovine serum (M199 + ), 10 in this research Neurobasal® medium (NB, 21103-049, Gibco) was selected for cell culture and long-term maintenance. NB, originally designed with reduced osmolarity and reduced glutamate concentration to have excitatory neurotoxicity for serum-free culture of rodent embryonic cortical neurons, 13 was tested to explore whether this mammaliansuitable culture medium is also suitable for avian neurons. Since it was unknown whether serum-free NB would be suitable for C-FBNCs, both NB and NB supplemented with 2% FBS (NB + ) were tested. One day after cell plating, medium in half of the chips was changed to NB, and medium in the other half was changed to NB + . Both NB and NB + groups were supplemented with 2% B27 (17504-044, Gibco) and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic (15240-062, Gibo) and kept in the same incubator. Thereafter, the interval (day in vitro, DIV) of medium change largely depended on cell density in culture. In general, 1/3 or 1/2 of the medium was changed (partial change) around 5 or 6 DIV in the first week and partially changed twice in the second week. No mitotic inhibitor was used to allow glial cells to cogrow with neurons because 1) we found that SSA signals were compromised to a greater or lesser degree even in the presence of a small dose of a mitotic inhibitor (e.g., Cytosine β-Darabinofuranoside, Ara-C, C1768, Sigma) and 2) Ara-C compromised the integrity of C-FBN-Cs. Due to nonsuppressed glial proliferation, rapid culture metabolism, and the HEPES in NB, partial or full medium change was required every other day or every two days after two weeks, and every day after three weeks. While the medium-change frequency increased, particularly for cultures with a plating density near or higher than 2000 cells/mm 2 (usually during the second or third week), cultures required transfer to a low CO 2 (2.5%) incubator with conventional temperature and humidity (37° C and 95%). The partial pressure of CO 2 in this incubator was lowered by 0.5% every day until it reached 0%. Cultures were maintained at 0% CO 2 for several months with partial-or fullmedium change every three days, every other day, or every day depending on visualized pH condition (color of the medium) in culture. No glial cell proliferation inhibitor was used; glial cells were co-cultured naturally with FBNs.
Immunocytochemistry
C-FBN-Cs at designated DIVs were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. A blocking buffer containing 0.05% Triton-X-100 in phosphorylated buffer saline (PBS) and 10% normal donkey serum (NDS, NC9624464) was used to permeate cell membranes and block nonspecific binding sites for one h at room temperature. An antibody buffer (2% NDS in PBS) was used to dilute primary and secondary antibodies. The primary antibody was applied to cultures overnight at 4º C and washed in PBS 3 times for 5 min. The secondary antibody was applied to cultures for 1 h at room temperature and washed as before. Cultures were mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Reagent without DAPI (P36930, Molecular Probes). A Zeiss phasecontrast microscope or a Nikon confocal microscope was used to image the results of ICC. Targeted proteins included 1) microtubule associated protein2 (MAP2, a pan-neuronal marker and postsynaptic marker) and 2) glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), a marker for astroglia. Primary antibodies were mouse anti-MAP2 (1:800, ab11267, Abcam) and rabbit-anti-GFAP (1:500, ab16997, Abcam). Secondary antibodies were Alexa fluoro 488-donkey anti-mouse IgG (1:200, A21202, Invitrogen) and Alexa fluro 594-donkey antirabbit IgG (1:200, A21207, Invitrogen).
MEA recording and data analysis
Methods of MEA recording and data analysis were described in our previous paper. 10 In brief, SSA signals were recorded using MEAs, amplified using MCS 1060-INV amplifier (MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany), and collected using MC_Rack software (Version 4.3.0, MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) at a 25KHz sampling rate. MC_Rack extracted spike information simultaneously. A threshold of -7 times the standard deviation (SD) of the mean noise amplitude was set for spike detection in this study. Bursts were defined using the three criteria described in our previous paper 10 and detected using NeuroMEA, a MatLab-based program developed in our lab. NeuroMEA also created raster plots, which are commonly used with MEA data to present temporal and spatial features of SSA. To plot a raster plot, NeuroMEA allows a researcher to select active channels and the time window during which he/she wants to focus and show MEA signals. NeuroMEA then aligns selected active channels in rows and plots the time stamp of each spike that appears on each selected active channel within a pre-designated time window. The alignment of rows of active channels and the plots of the time stamps of each spike during the designated time window on each active channel forms a raster plot. A raster plot allows a researcher to examine the temporal features and spatial features of SSA directly, regionally, or net-wide depending on how many active channels are selected. An active channel was defined to have five or more spikes per minute. The temporal features of SSA include the spike rate, burst rate, burst duration, inter-burst interval, inter-spike interval within a burst, and the rhythmicity of SSA etc.; the spatial features of SSA refer to the distribution of active channels, synchronicity or dis-synchronicity of spikes or bursts across active channels regionally or net-wide.
A total of 52 cultures from 9 dissections of E8-to-E10 forebrains were grown on MEA chips. Each batch of dissection generated 4-8 cultures on MEA chips. Half of the cultures in each batch were cultured in NB, and the other half in NB + . One batch was plated at 1000 cells/mm 2 , 2 batches at 1500 cells/mm 2 , 4 batches at 2000 cells/mm 2 , and 2 batches at 2500 cells/mm 2 . SSA signals of these cultures were monitored frequently (often every other day) during the first three weeks of development. Like rodent counterpart, C-FBN-Cs were ready for acute neuroactive agent testing after three weeks and underwent a series of dose-response experiments. Results of dose-response experiments with selected classic neuroactive agents were reported earlier. 7 This paper deals with how long and how stable C-FBN-Cs lived in this condition, i.e., three weeks early development succeeded by repeated intervention of dose-response experiments. Some key results of the dose-response experiments are mentioned or summarized in the sections on Results and Discussion when necessary.
Results and discussion

Reduced plating density and serum-independency
In our previous study, C-FBN-Cs were maintained in M199 + . 10 To significantly prolong lifespan, plating density had to be as high as 3000 cells/mm 2 ; to maintain SSA throughout the culture's lifetime, M199 had to be supplemented with 10% FBS. The longest lifespan for E8 and E10 was one month, and 3 months for E12 cultures. Unlike our previous study, C-FBNs did better in NB and NB + than in M199 + : 1) The cells were able to survive and grow well in a reduced plating density ranging from 1000 to 2500 cells/mm 2 ; 2) they were able to survive and grow well in the absence of serum in NB and in the presence of a low level of serum (2% FBS) in NB + . Interestingly, they did not tolerate a higher serum level; for example, when FBS was increased from 2% to 5%, cell monolayers detached from the MEA chip in about 3 days.
In addition, in our previous study 10 when M199 + was used, E8, E10, and E12 cultures exhibited a remarkable embryonic agedependent morphology. At the same cell plating density, the older the embryonic age, the lesser the cell aggregation, and the faster the culture became confluent. In this study, an embryonic age-dependent morphology was noticeable, but not obvious, for E8, E9, and E10 cultures. Furthermore, E12 cultures did not grow as well as E8-to-E10 cultures and tended to have compromised culture confluence, possibly due to cell degeneration. Therefore, E8-to-E10 cultures were used in this study.
Morphological features and stability of C-FBN-Cs
Culture morphology. Unlike E8 and E10 cells in M199 + that formed aggregations (Fig. 1C) during the first week and did not easily reach confluence, 10 cells in NB did not aggregate (Fig. 1A) ; in NB + , they aggregated to a small degree (Fig. 1B) . In NB and NB + , glial-cell proliferation was much faster than in M199 + , so cultures achieved confluence even with the reduced plating densities (1000 to 2500 cells/mm 2 ). Cultures in NB + achieved confluence one or a few days later than in NB due to slight cell aggregation (Fig. 1) ; this still was much faster than in M199 + in our previous study. In NB and NB + , after the culture became confluent, slight cell aggregation sometimes formed and was sparsely distributed in culture. These cell aggregations showed MAP2 positive staining, indicating that some neuronal somas tended to be gathered together (not shown). A confluent neuronal-glial co-culture was not a monolayer, but a thin 3D structure with layers of cells that could be observed by focusing on different depths of the culture under a phase-contrast microscope. In NB at 16 DIV, confocal microscopy 3D Z-stack images showed a culture thickness of about 11-13 µm except where neuronal somas clustered, where it was 18.8 µm. After confluence, cell loss was a very slow process, so morphological stability (100% confluence) could be maintained as long as 5 months. In comparison to our previous experience with M199 + , in which E8 and E10 cultures rarely achieved confluence and tended to detach from the MEA, 7 the location and the number of active channels of cultures in NB and NB + were more stable. A comparison of the two is shown in Fig. 2 . Neurite morphology in NB can also be viewed clearly using immunostaining neuronal marker MAP2 (for soma and dendrites; Fig. 3A) . Fig. 2 Neurite morphology. A. Neurites in M199 + were stretched due to cell aggregation and looked thick, possibly due to bundle formation; B. In contrast, neurites in NB were relaxed, abundant, and did not form bundles. Neurites in NB + looked similar to those in NB (not shown).
Confirmation of cell identities.
We further confirmed cell identities by co-immunostaining the neuronal marker MAP2 and the astrocytespecific glial cell marker GFAP (Fig. 3) . , co--stained at 43 DIV, in which neurites had undergone degeneration, but astrocytes typically appeared (C).
In contrast to cultures in M199
+ in our previous study, 10 the fast glial proliferation and thus the fast confluence of a culture in NB or NB + as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3A were desirable. We believe this rapidity 1) was the major contributor toward the 5-month morphological stability of C-FBN-Cs achieved in this study; and 2) ensured the long-term functional stability reported below. General development of SSA. In both NB and NB + , the earliest time-point at which spikes emerged was 4 DIV, the same as in M199 + . 10 The active channel count (ACC, i.e., number of active channels) increased rapidly during the first week, reached its maximum in the second week, and levelled off slightly after the second week; ACC in some cultures may increase again gradually after three weeks, and most cultures ended up with a total ACC in a range from 15 to 50. The rate of ACC increase depended on neuronal density, dissection batch, and presence of 2% FBS. During development, spikes at active channels gradually self-organized into bursts. Bursts at active channels fired simultaneously to form network-wide synchronized bursts (Fig. 4A) , known as "population bursts," 10, 14 which indicate a highly coordinated, efficient networkwide synaptic transmission. The same or similar patterns of population burst recurred rhythmically (Fig. 4B) . The characteristic firing pattern of SSA from C-FBN-Cs is recurrent, rhythmic, synchronized network-wide population burst events that exhibit a high spatiotemporal coherence in their structure. In this, C-FBNs are similar to their rodent counterpart. In addition to this characteristic pattern (population bursts) of SSA, a different pattern of SSA, channel-self firing rhythms, often occurred in a very small fraction of ACC, which is described below and in the caption of Fig. 4B . Fig. 4 Direct screenshots of population bursts and channel--self rhythm (from MC_Rack); 6 active channels. Bursts in individual channels occurred simultaneously to form typical population bursts in the 1--second--window view (A). Similar patterns of population bursts recurred rhythmically and appear as vertical bars in the 60--second window (B). Arrows in both A and B indicate unsynchronized channel--self rhythms that were often faster than the rhythm of population bursts. Spikes with this rhythm often fired with smaller amplitudes. When the spike--detection threshold was set below the amplitude of these spikes that are nonsynchronized with the population bursts, only spikes within population bursts were detected. MC_Rack automatically shows detected spikes with a green color and undetected signals with a blue color. To make it easy to see the green lines, the blue signals were modified to be purplish as seen in B.
Properties of population bursts. Several distinct properties of population bursts were observed (in this paper and in previous publications) and were summarized as follows: 1) Regularityrhythmicity in time and high synchronicity in space across active channels (Fig. 4) . 2) Stability-regularity of population bursts can be maintained up to 5 months in C-FBN-Cs (Fig. 5) -this is the functional stability of SSA C-FBN-Cs can achieve in current culture settings (NB and NB+). 3) Tissue specificity-similar to findings in the rodent counterpart, this feature can be clearly seen when compared with firing patterns from a cultured network formed by spinal cord neurons and was reported in our previous paper. 10 4) Great variation in rhythm-each culture's population bursts had their own oscillatory rhythm. The range of rhythms for each culture was very large; this allowed the dose-response experiments for neuroactive chemicals to be conducted within a broad log10 [dose] range. 7 Rhythms between sister cultures from the same dissection could be similar or quite different. 5) Dose-dependent responsiveness to classic neuroactive agents.
7 Fig. 5 shows two sets of raster plots of two cultures from different dissections (Fig. 5A and 5B). Culture A was maintained in NB without being exposed to classic neuroactive agents. Culture B was maintained in NB+ and underwent repeated dose-response experiments using a variety of classic neuroactive agents. Both cultures showed approximately 5-month-long functional stability (regularity of population bursts). Variations in their oscillation rhythms can also be seen (Fig. 5). Fig. 5 Selected raster plots from Cultures A and B with ten representative channels at different DIVs recorded for 600 seconds. Population burst regularity, long--term stability, and rhythmic variations are shown and can be compared between Culture A and Culture B, excepting the last raster plot for each culture (A--159 DIV and B--164 DIV). These last two raster plots show typical features of late SSA after about 5 months when cultures underwent a slow aging process: 1) gradual loss of spatial synchrony of population bursts, exemplified in A--159 DIV; 2) tendency of remaining active channels to fire at a much faster rate, exemplified in A--159 DIV; and/or 3) significant loss of active channels, exemplified in both raster plots. As a culture ages, these three features may occur together or serially. The ten representative channels in A--159 DIV and B--164 DIV were slightly different from the ten channels that were same for all other raster plots above each respectively, showing these three features that characterize late SSA. These two sets of raster plots demonstrate the lifespan of C--FBN--C with robust SSA in both NB and NB + . Furthermore, the regularity and stability of population bursts are well--maintained within 5 months.
Individual channel-self rhythm. In contrast to the population bursts with regularity in space and time as the dominant pattern of SSA, some channels in some networks showed a channel-specific firing rhythm ( Fig. 4A and 4B, Fig. 5B-88DIV ). These channel selfrhythms occurred in only a small fraction of ACC, might or might not synchronize with some neighbor channels, were often much faster than the rhythms of population bursts, often showed smaller magnitude than population bursts, could fire tonically or intermittently, and could persist (as long as population bursts) for the short-term (a few days), or transiently (seconds-to-minutes). Persistent individual channel self-rhythm occurred natively in a very few (often one or two) channels for some cultures. This type of channel-self rhythm persisted and could be lifelong. In contrast, short-term and transient channel-self rhythms often occurred in more than two channels after an environmental perturbation to a culture, such as change of medium, neuroactive-agent administration or withdrawal, or injection of CO 2 into the cell-culture incubator. Thus, short-term and transient channel-self rhythm seems to indicate a temporal mechanical disturbance a culture was experiencing or experienced. The spikes and bursts within population bursts responded dose-dependently to neuroactive agents. So in doseresponse experiments, by setting a relatively lower spike detection threshold, channel-self rhythms can be effectively excluded (Fig.  4B) .
In brief, population bursts were network-wide, long-lasting, robust, and relatively stable, reflecting a network's functional integrity and stability. In contrast, channel-self rhythms were either specific to individual channels or involved a few neighboring channels regionally, brief in most cases, and changeable. Late SSA in C-FBN-Cs. Regularity of population bursts in space and time was gradually and slowly compromised; this usually occurred after 4-5 months, depending on cell densities and different batches. Synchronous active channels were reduced or disappeared, and remaining active channels fired much faster than the synchronized rhythm of population bursts (Fig. 5A-159 DIV) . Sometimes in a late stage, with a gradual loss of the area that covered the electrodes, the number of active channels decreased dramatically, but the regularity of population bursts continued in these few active channels (Fig. 5B-164 DIV) . In general, the degeneration of C-FBN-Cs was a slow, progressive process. SSA enhancement in the presence of 2% FBS. How serum affects SSA has not been specifically studied in MEA-based rodent neuron biosensors. A wide range of serum concentration (from 0 to 10% or more) and sera from various animals (fetal bovine, calf, and horse etc.) have been used. [15] [16] [17] We observed a notable SSA-enhancing effect for cultures in NB + in comparison to cultures in NB. It was repeatable and consistent in all batches of cultures used in this study. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of representative screenshots of SSA in NB and NB + respectively at 2 different DIVs. This SSA-enhancing effect in the presence of 2% FBS can also be seen in Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 Screenshots of SSA at 12 DIV and 22 DIV from sister cultures dissected on the same day and plated at the same cell density. A. Signals from the NB culture; B: signals from the NB + culture. Although the cultures had different noise levels, it is still obvious that culture B had more spikes on its active channels at 12 DIV than culture A, and its bursts were more densely packed at 22 DIV than in culture A. were left--skewed. The highest SR at 12 DIV for NB group is at 165 spikes/min; the highest SR for NB + group is up to 345 spikes/min. This left--skewed distribution pattern for SR was consistent from 6 DIV to 22 DIV; SR from the NB + group always occurred at a region where SR was much higher than that from the NB group. Burst rate (BR) distribution showed a similar left--skewed pattern and a similar degree of difference between NB and NB + groups (not shown). Table 1 presents the results of significance tests using the nonparametric two-sample Wilcoxon method for median spike rate comparison respectively at each recorded DIV (except 4 DIV due to too small sample size) during the first three weeks. The differences between the two medians were all significant with a one-tailed pvalue much less than 0.05 from both groups from the same dissection. Table 1 . A comparison of median spike rate between NB group and NB + group during the first three weeks of C--FBN--C development using Wilcoxon test (ACC: active channel count from 3 MEAs; *: One--Tailed p--value)
Lifespan of more than 5 months for C-FBN-Cs
In this study, unlike our previous one, 10 the lifespan of C-FBN-Cs using NB and NB + was comprehensively evaluated using 52 cultures from 9 dissections of E8-to-E10 forebrains plated at a range of cell densities (1000 to 2500 cells/mm 2 ) with repeated interventions using classic neuroactive agents (dose-response experiments).
Typically, an acute dose-response experiment lasted 5-7 hours depending on the neuroactive agent tested and the number of doses administered. Following the experiment, the culture was washed 3 times in fresh medium and maintained in fresh medium. The time window for conducting dose-response experiments was 21 DIV to 139 DIV. The minimum interval between two acute dose-response experiments was 4 days. The maximum number of repeated doseresponse experiments conducted on a single culture was 14 times. Under such circumstances, unlike our cultures maintained in M199 + , 8 detachment of the culture from the MEA surface in NB and NB + occurred much less frequently. Moreover, most C-FBN-Cs in both NB and NB + maintained their morphological and functional stability for more than 4 months as long as the medium osmolarity and pH were carefully managed; the longest period of stability in morphology and function was 5 months (Fig. 5B-154 DIV) .
After 5 months, the morphological and functional stability of C-FBN-Cs were gradually compromised and replaced with features of late SSA, suggesting an aging process. However, C-FBN-Cs were still spontaneously active for up 7 months. We find that 1) like their mammalian counterparts, C-FBN-Cs were well-suited to NB and NB + and 2) C-FBN-Cs achieved a lifespan of more than 5 months with their morphological and functional stability well-maintained for 5 months.
Reports about the lifespan of rodent counterparts do not provide information about how lifespan was determined or whether cultures maintained morphological and functional stability.
Reported lifespan varies from weeks to more than 9 months. 12, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Here, we report prolonging the lifespan of C-FBN-cultures from the previously reported maximum of 14 days to a length similar to that of rodent counterparts. In summary, the results presented above have demonstrated that C-FBN-Cs can be successfully established on the MEA platform with more than 5 month-long lifespan and up to 5 month-long stability in morphology and function.
Pros and cons of chick FBNs as a source of MEA biosensor
C-FBN-C vs. rodent counterpart. 1) Based on findings in this paper, combined with our data of pharmacological characterization using selected classic neuroactive agents in a previous publication, 10 C-FBN-C on MEA forms a useful C-FBN-biosensor system of its own type and can be used widely for research in the fields of electrophysiology, neuroscience, biology, pharmacology, and neurotoxicology for avian species as well as for comparative biology across species. 2) It is reasonable that we observed remarkable functional similarity in terms of the overall spatial and temporal patterns of SSA, tissue specificity, and responsiveness to selected classic neuroactive agents between C-FBN-C and rodent counterpart, because no matter how differently the cortical tissues are organized and wired, when cortical tissues from the two species are dissociated and new in vitro neuronal networks are formed in cell culture from these dissociated neurons, chances to see functional similarity increase due to shared neocortical input and output neurons. 9 However, there must be differences in the in vitro neuronal networks between the two species that we have not discerned in our current experimental setting and with limited known neuroactive agents. More pharmacological characterization work needs to be done to know more about the similarities and differences (shared and notshared functional domains such as the types and subtypes of ligandgated receptors expressed in the cultures) of the in vitro networks between the two species. 3) Knowing shared and not-shared functional domains is of particular value to cope with a longstanding, pressing demand for a rapid, screening-based approach to assessing numerous neurotoxic substances in the environment due to severe pollution, which has been correlated to the rapid increase in the rate of occurrence of a series of neurodevelopmental disorders. [24] [25] [26] [27] The European Commission's Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, Authentication and Restriction of Chemicals has estimated a cost of about 3 million test animals to test approximately 30,000 existing substances. 28, 29 Although rodent neuron biosensor has shown its ability for rapid, sensitive, functional screening of neurotoxic substances, the scale of testing, the European Commission's advocacy of reducing animal use, and the cost of rodents (about $250 per pregnant female rat; about $30 per regular rat; a bit more than $100 per pair of commercially available cryopreserved rat cortex) limit application of rodent neuron-based MEA biosensors. If many shared functional domains can be discovered between the two species and major functional differences become known, chick-FBN biosensor may hold the potential to be used as an alternative screening approach within shared functional domains as a very economic and convenient tool (about $1 per egg). 4) Rodent counterpart has also been used in assessing the subchronic neurotoxicity of substances. 30 With 5-month-long stability of C-FBN-C, it also has the potential to be used for the same purposes. 5) From our previous work using M199 + 10 and this paper, we learned that glial cells play an important role in the development of in vitro neuronal networks and the functional stability of SSA. However, the growth and proliferation of glial cells need to be characterized, and the C-FBN-Cs have the potential to play a role in the study of neuron-glia interaction.
C-FBNs vs. hiPSCs. Human safety risks of substances with nervous system effects are conventionally evaluated using data from animal models and in vitro assays on related animal tissues or cells. The inter-species differences limit the value of this approach. The availability of the technology to generate hiPSCs from mature human cell sources 5 has opened a new and promising field for neurotoxin assessment. 6 The unreplaceable advantages of hiPSCs are that 1) they are human cells, which avoids the limitation mentioned above; 2) they have the potential to be a large or even unlimited source of human cell supply; 3) theoretically, they can potentially be induced to differentiate into particular cell types according to the need and the purpose of research; 4) technically, some cell types induced from hiPSCs are now commercially available; 6 and 5) there is no need to do tissue dissection. Regarding human safety issues, CFBNs do not have these advantages that hiPSCs have. Regarding animal biology and comparative biology, the indication or the sphere of application of the two cell sources do not overlap. Moreover, hiPSCs generate populations of specific types of cell, whereas C-FBN-C as well as rodent counterpart are natural mixes of all types of neurons and glial cells from forebrain tissue or rodent cortex. Hence, they basically serve the needs for neurotoxicity assessment at different levels: hiPSC is more suitable for cell type-specific toxicity assays, whereas C-FBN-Cs and rodent counterpart are for cortical tissue-specific toxicity assays. Before hiPSCs can be readily and cost-effectively delivered as a routine screening for neurotoxins, significant work is required to ensure accurate mature cell phenotypes, high yields, and the ability to maintain their differentiated phenotypes for extended periods. hiPSCs also hold the potential to be technically and economically differentiated into certain tissue types with mixed types of cells, however, it will take a longer time and more complicated procedure to achieve this point than to produce a single cell type-specific neuron supply, while C-FBN-Cs have been successfully, conveniently, and cost-effectively established on MEA and are ready for multiple usage.
Conclusions
This paper shows evidence that a 5-month long-term stable C-FBN-C can be established on MEA platform and that it is well-suited to NB and NB + designed for rodent neuron cultures. Combined with our data on the pharmacological characterization of the C-FBN-Cs, 7 this technique is of value to be widely used in the areas of electrophysiology, neuroscience, biology, pharmacology, toxicology, and comparative physiology. It also has the potential to be used conveniently and cost-effectively in very large-scale environmental neurotoxicant screening within the shared functional domains with rodent counterpart to help deal with the long-standing and pressing demand for an economical functional assessment tool for neurotoxicity.
